Abstract. As the number of devices connected to the internet continues to grow rapidly and software systems are being increasingly deployed on the web, security and privacy have become crucial properties for networks and applications. Due the complexity and subtlety of cryptographic methods and protocols, software architects and developers often fail to incorporate security principles in their designs and implementations. Also, most users have minimal understanding of security threats. While several tools for developers, system administrators and security analysts are available, these tools typically provide information in the form of textual logs or tables, which are cumbersome to analyze. Thus, in recent years, the field of security visualization has emerged to provide novel ways to display security-related information so that it is easier to understand. In this work, we give a survey of approaches to the visualization of computer security concepts that use graph drawing techniques. We consider a variety of fundamental security and privacy issues, including network traffic monitoring, intrusion detection, vulnerability analysis, forensic analysis, authentication, access control, privacy compliance, and trust negotiation. We show how graphs can be used as an effective modeling tool in computer security and we give examples of how several classic graph drawing techniques have been used in current security visualization prototypes. Finally, we mention some promising research directions for the graph drawing community that can contribute to the development of the next generation of visual security tools.
Introduction
the development of security protocols is an ongoing process that tries to adjust to the new vulnerabilities that show up with the advance of technology, computer security analysts are trying look into existing security protocols in order to find various vulnerabilities and ways to fix those.
Both computer security protocol development and the work done by computer security analysts can be aided through visualization; A complex protocol or other security-related ideas can be visualized and provide with better intuition to computer security experts. On the other side, computer security analysts explore logs that are maintained and updated by security protocols. Manual manipulation of these logs and other computer security data can be cumbersome and ineffective which makes visualization very important. Therefore Security Visualization arised as a new research field, having its own conference (VizSec) since 2004. In this work we view Security Visualization from the scope of Graph Drawing. We have observed that a great deal of Security Visualization projects use Graph Drawing as a key part of their visualization methods. The main areas of Security Visualization we explore in this report are the following:
1. Intrusion Detection. Visualization of some network data in this area help researchers identify certain machines that try to gain unauthorized access to other machines. 2. Network Monitoring. In this area visualization helps researchers identify unusually high traffic and track down points in the network that create such a big traffic. It is very useful in order to identify computers launching Denial of Service attacks. 3. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). This protocol manages reachability between hosts in different autonomous systems, i.e., networks controlled by Internet Service Providers. Visualization of BGP traffic is very important to ensure secure routing in the Internet. 4. Access Control. Access control visualization helps users and researchers understand complex policies that access control mechanisms enforce. 5. Privacy. Privacy Visualization displays flow of information in various systems and gives intuition towards solutions that maintain privacy and deal with leakage of secret information. 6. Protocol Visualization. Complex protocols can be visualized and give better intuition to computer security experts to develop more efficient protocols (see e.g., [24] ). 7. Attack Graphs. Attack Graphs are used to represent attack paths that an adversary can exploit in order to compromise a system. Based on vulnerabilities of certain parts of a system, an adversary can exploit one vulnerability after the other and reach the desired goal. Efficient visualization of attack graphs helps computer security analysts identify and fix vulnerabilities.
In Table 1 we present a table that matches work from bibliography with different security visualization areas and graph drawing methods. In this paper the authors apply graph drawing and graph clustering in order to provide with a solution for intrusion detection. The presented system consists of: (a) a packet collecting unit, (b) a graph construction and clustering unit, (c) a visualization module and event generation module. The authors model the Fig. 1 . Visualization of a network of computers using the proposed software for intrusion detection ( [22] ).
computer network with a graph where the nodes are the computers and the edges are weighted with the amount of exchanged data. Clustering is performed is the following way: Initially every node forms its own cluster. Then a node adopts the cluster where the majority of its neighbors belong to. Then the authors use a spring embedder algorithm (e.g., [6] , [8] , [12] ) to visualize the clusters and nodes within the clusters. Note that forces are proportional to the weights of the edges, i.e., if there is a lot of communication between two nodes, these two nodes are closely placed. Also, in the visualization of clusters, an edge is placed between two clusters A, B if there is at least one edge between some node of cluster A and some node of cluster B.
The authors propose that this tool can be used by the security analysts as follows. Every time they build the clustered graph, they keep some characteristics (feature vectors) of the graph (such as number of clusters, maximum degree of a node) and map these vectors to a intrusion detection method. Therefore a function from feature vectors to intrusion methods can be learned by means of regression.
Network Monitoring

Visualization of Host Behavior for Network Security ([13])
In this paper the authors propose to visualize (over a certain time period) the different amounts and types of network traffic that come through a specific host using force-directed graph drawing techniques (network traffic visualization). Since there can be different types of traffic and there are also many time periods, the authors try to turn this multi-dimensional problem into two dimensions so that they can use an efficient force-directed graph drawing method. The main nodes they use to set up the graph they visualize are of two types, the dimension nodes which are nodes that represent the types of visualized traffic, e.g., SSH, HTTP, FTP and also the observation nodes which are nodes that represent the state of a certain host for a given time interval. For example, if the visualization refers to a period of 6 time intervals, there are going to be 6 observation nodes for every host. Also there are virtual springs between observation and dimension nodes and also between observation nodes of the same host.
The authors use a simple spring-embedder algorithm where there are attraction forces between observation nodes and dimension nodes and also there are repulsive forces between all the nodes. The authors choose to use a modified version of the Fucheterman-Reingold algorithm to compute the layout [8] , where they also use weights at the edges.
A Visual Approach for Monitoring Logs ([9])
In this paper the authors propose an approach to visualize log entries that are obtained by monitoring network traffic. The log entries are basically k-dimensional vectors where each element of the vector corresponds to some characteristic of the network traffic, such as origin IP, destination IP, amount of exchanged traffic and others. The authors wish to represent the entries of the log in the 2D plane by using graphs. To do that, they define a similarity measure between different entries in the log. The similarity measure they describe is very simple. They define the distance between two different entries in the log to be the sum of the differences of the respective fields of the log (for continuous fields). In order to visualize the multidimensional data (entries of the log) in 2D, the authors use a force directed layout. They set up a graph where the nodes correspond to separate entries of the log and the forces between two nodes are proportional to the similarity of these two nodes. The authors are using the algorithm from [4] to compute a 2D layout. This algorithm runs in linear time in the number of log entries and also the force between two nodes (log entries) i and j of the graph is proportional to d ij − g ij , where d ij is the geometric distance between i and j whereas g ij is their high-dimensional distance.
A Visualization Methodology for Characterization of Network Scans ([15])
In this paper the authors develop a visualization system that shows the relationships between different network scans. The authors set up a graph where each node represents a scan and the connection between them is weighted according to some metric (similarity measure) that is defined for the two scans. Some of Fig. 4 . Every node is a scan. Weights on edges denote degree of similarity according to some metric. Edges exist if the weight is more than a certain threshold ( [15] ).
the features taken into consideration for the definition of the similarity measure are the origin IP, the destination IP and the time of the connection. Since the derived graph is a complete graph, in order not to have all the edges, the authors define a threshhold and therefore every connection that has a weight less than a certain threshold is dropped. The authors use the LinLog force directed layout [16] for they visualization. In the visualization produced, nodes with higher match percentages attract each other more than nodes that do not match as well.
VisFlowConnect: NetFlow Visualizations of Link Relationships for Security Situational Awareness ([26])
In this paper the authors apply a simple bipartite visualization technique to provide with a visualization solution for intrusion detection. Their setup consists mainly of three parallel vertical lines. One line (leftmost) corresponds to an ordering of the external domains that send traffic to some internal host, the line in the middle corresponds to an ordering of the domains of the internal hosts, and the rightmost line corresponds to an ordering that represents the external domains that receive traffic from some internal host. Basically the type of graph represented is a tripartite graph. No certain ordering of the domains is used so that to minimize crossings though. There is also a slide bar at the bottom which is used to display traffic at various time intervals. Finally the authors implement three views of the tool. In the global view, the tool shows all the communication between internal and external hosts and therefore it is represented with a tripartite graph whereas in the internal view and domain view, the authors isolate certain parts of the network such as internal senders and internal receivers and visualize the network as a bipartite graph. The domain and internal view provides with a better understanding of the network activity (more details) but on the other hand the global view produces a high level overview of the data. The authors apply the tool in various scenarios such as virus outbreaks and and denial of service attacks.
Home-Centric Visualization of Network Traffic for Security Administration ([1])
In this paper, the authors use a matrix visualization technique combined with a simple graph drawing technique in order to visualize communication between domains in an internal network and domains in an external network. To visualize the internal IPs, the authors use a square matrix. Every cell of the matrix corresponds to a certain IP of the internal network. Every cell is connected with an edge to other cells of variable area that represent the external IPs of our network. In this way we can identify which internal IPs have increasing incom- ing or outcoming traffic and identify a virus outbreak for example. Also we can identify which external IPs were mostly hit from the internal IPs. The external IPs are visualized as variable size squares that lie in the area around the square matrix that represents the internal IPs. The size of each square is proportional to the number of packets sent/received by the specific external IPs. Therefore, squares of a large area correspond to external IPs of increased traffic which are likely to have launched an attack to some internal domains. Also the size of the squares of the external IPs shows relative amounts of activity among external
IPs and therefore a comparison of different traffics between external IPs is feasible. Finally note that the existence of an edge between an internal host and an external host shows only that there existed some communication between the specific hosts. The exact amount of communication (number of packets) is represented with the size of the square of the external host. Finally note that the ordering of the internal IPs does not follow a specific ordering whereas the placement of the external IPs squares makes sure that overlaps are avoided.
EtherApe: A live graphical network monitor ([21])
Etherape is a free tool available at http://etherape.sourceforge.net/. It shows dynamically traffic captured on the network interface or optionally reads log files like PCAP. EtherApe visualizes all the working hosts in a circular shape and highlights network communication by connecting the nodes that represent the corresponding hosts with a line. Each protocol is distinguished by a different color and the width of the lines show the amount of the traffic. This tool allows to quickly understand the role of a host in the network and the changes during the time. Beyond the graphical representation it is also possible to show detailed statistics of used ports. 
Rumint: A graphical network monitor ([5])
Rumint is a free tool available at http://www.rumint.org/. The tool takes captured traffic as input and visualizes it in various unconventional ways. The most interesting visualization realated to graph drawing is the parallel plot that allows one to see at one glance how multiple packet fields are related. The VCRcontrols functionality is interesting and allows to analyze different trends over time. 
Border Gateway Protocol
VAST: Visualizing autonomous system topology ([19])
In this paper the authors propose to use different visualization techniques to visualize the Internet's BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) AS (Autonomous System) topology. The goal of the VAST tool is to allow security researchers to extract relevant information quickly from raw routing datasets. VAST is a 3D graphical tool that uses quad-tree to show per AS information and octo-tree to represent relationship between multiple AS. VAST tool allows mainly to visualize routing anomalies and sensitive points. In particular after a quick analysis on raw data it is possible to understand:
-a route leakage event, i.e., an anomaly in which an AS starts to re-announce a large numbers of prefixes into the Internet. Some portions of it are unreachable for the duration of the anomaly; -identifying critical Internet infrastructure using historical BGP data it is possible to identify portions of the Internet AS topology that are most important for its operation, for instance the authors say that is easy to individuate the 10 most connected AS numbers in the Internet; -address space hijacking incident where it is possible that an AS announces prefixes that do not belong to its domain caused by a wrong configuration. In this case the tool helps to visual identify quickly the anomaly.
The authors developed another project, called Flamingo, that uses the same graphical engine as VAST but is used for real-time visualization of network traffic
BGP eye: A new visualization tool for real-time detection and analysis of BGP anomalies ([20])
In this paper the authors propose to use a new visualization tool, called BGP Eye, that provides a real-time status of BGP activity with easy-to-read layouts. BGP eye is a tool for visualization-aided root-cause analysis of BGP anomalies. The main objective of BGP Eye is to track the healthiness of BGP activity, raise an alert when an anomaly is detected, and indicate its most probable cause. BGP Eye allows two different types of BGP Dynamics visualization: Internet-Centric View and Home-Centric View, see Fig 11. Internet-Centric View studies the activity among ASes in terms of BGP events exchanged. In particular BGP eye uses to visualize the Internet-AS network three different ways of laying out the network graph, among which the user can choose: force-based layout, path distance based layout, manual based layout. Home-Centric View has been designed to understand the BGP behavior from the perspective of a specific AS, i.e., customer-AS. BGP updates originated and received by the customer-AS are clustered into different types of BGP events. The inner ring contains the routers of the customer-AS, besides the outer ring contains their peer routers, belonging to other ASes. In the outer layer, the method groups routers belonging to the same AS together and uses a node placement algorithm for the nodes to reduce the distance between connected nodes. 
BGPlay [3] and iBGPlay
BGPlay and iBGPlay visualize the border gateway protocol use animated graphs of the routing announcement for a certain prefix within a specified time interval. Both visualization tools are targeted to Internet Service Providers (ISP). BGPlay shows paths traversed by ip traffic from a certain number of probes spread over the Internet to one destination (prefix) by the user that can be choosen among all the destinations in the Internet. iBGPlay shows data privately collected by one ISP. The ISP can obtain from iBGPlay visualizations of outgoing path from itself to any destination. Visualization techniques are quite similar based on spring embedder. The most innovative aspect from the visualization point of view is the idea of showing paths on a graph. Using naive techniques the large number paths to be shown can easily lead to poor drawings. Both tools adopt original techniques to provide nice drawings while keeping information intact. Fig. 11 . BGPlay uses the nodes to visualize autonomous systems (AS) and paths to show sequences of AS to be traversed to reach the destination.
Access Control
Information Visualization for Rule-based Resource Access Control ([14])
In this paper the authors provide with a visualization solution that deals with another security problem, which is efficiently managing and quering rule-based resource access control. The authors develop a tool that makes it easy to answer questions like "What group has access to which files during what time duration?". The development of tools that visualize rule-based access control systems is very important since the rules that define permissions in real-life systems tend to become more and more complex. The authors develop RubaViz, a visualization software that constructs a diagram for the administrator with subjects (people or processes), resources and groups of them. The software depicts connections from subjects to resources that are allowed from rules within policies. The authors do not state something in specific about the visualization method they use to visualize the graph of the permission and rules.
Effective Visualization of File System Access-Control ([10])
In this work, the authors present a tool to visualize file permissions in the NTFS file system. It is very important for a user (or an administrator) to gain a global view of the different permissions of a file system because in this way he can resolve possible conflicts of permissions. Especially in the NTFS file system we have three kind of different permissions, namely:
1. Explicit permissions which are set by the owner of each group/user; 2. Inherited permissions which are dynamically inherited from the explicit permissions of the ancestor folders; The tool presented in [10] uses a treemap layout [11] to visualize the directory tree of the file system and also colors the tiles of the treemap with special colors so that to emphasize the relations between permissions of files and folders. In this way, it is made clear which permissions are a result of an "explicit" set or of a combination of an explicit set and the inherited permissions.
Privacy
Visualization for Privacy Compliance ([25])
In this paper the authors propose a general visualization of diagrams showing the flow of private information for different applications. The proposed model tries to make it easier for the user to identify private information vulnerabilities that can lead to non-compliance. To achieve that goal the authors develop a method of visualizing flowcharts where information flows are mapped out graphically so that one can see more easily the dangerous locations. The authors present and analyze an example that refers to the flow of private information for an online pharmacy. The client sends his data to the online pharmacy and according to what the status of the drug repository is, the online pharmacy might have to send this information to other entities too so that the client can be served. Therefore private information from the client is vulnerable. This is visualized with flowcharts and the authors are able to detect some vulnerabilities. However the authors do not show and describe how their method can work for larger examples.
Protocol Visualization 8 Visualization of Automated Trust Negotiation ([24])
In this paper the authors propose to use graph drawing to visualize automated trust negotiation. This is another area of security visualization that is also really interesting. The authors claim that the visualization tool provided with intuition for the improvement of the negotiation protocol. But what is automated trust negotiation (ATN)? ATN addresses the following web-service scenario: Suppose you do an online purchase. Currently, since most of the times you have to sign up for an account, that involves a lot of private information leakage (e.g., date of birth). ATN aims to solve this problem by designing negotiation protocols that operate on signed credentials. The ATN protocol can be represented with the trust-target graph (TTG) which is what is being visualized by the proposed tool.
In the trust-target graph protocol, a trust negotiation process involves the two negotiators working together to construct a trust-target graph (TTG). A TTG is a directed graph. Each node is either a trust target or a linking goal. The authors use the Grappa system [2] , a Java port of the Graphviz graph drawing system [7] , to construct the drawings of the TTGs used in ATN negotiation sessions. As we can see the system uses layered drawing in order to visualize the TTG.
9 Attack Graphs
Multiple Coordinated Views for Network Attack Graphs ([17])
In this paper the authors visualize attack graphs using graph drawing techniques. Attack graphs are very important for computer security administrators and analysts. Given a system or a network and a database of known vulnerabilities that apply to certain parts of the system or the network, the computer security analysts can construct graphs where each edge is an exploit of a certain vulnerability and allows the attacker to move from one machine (or subnet) to another. However, the complexity of attack graphs can grow very easily and therefore the security analyst must create meaningful visualizations of them, so that countermeasures can be taken. Also the authors propose to use some kind of clustering of machines in order to reduce the complexity of attack graphs (e.g., machines that belong to the same subnet may be susceptible to the same attack and therefore they visualize the whole cluster as a node). In this paper, the authors use Graphviz [7] that produces a layered drawing of an attack graph. Also, similar layered drawings for attack graphs are proposed in [18] .
